
ALL INDIA BHARAT SANCHAR NIGAM LIMITED
EXECUTIVES ASSOCIATION HTD BRANCH

HYDERABAD.
To,
        The Principal General Manager,
        Hyderabad Telecom.District,
        Hyderabad.

Respected Sir,
                      

  Sub:-Network planning, development and maintenance-reg
---- o -----

                        In Hyderabad City, new colonies are being added continuously. To grasp the 
business and increase revenue BSNL network is also required to be expanded expeditiously. 
The present trend of succesful business/services is that the firm should go to the door steps of 
customer and offer the services needed by them. Our competitors are successfully reaching the 
people. HTD management viewing that business can be done with the available cable network 
without speedy expansion to new colonies. 
                      

        In this regard the planning wing of HTD, instead of speedy action trailing and 
taking months to sanction project estimates.Not procuring and supplying required store 
material.For example UY-connector,Jointing Kits are not available. A tool called 20 pair 
Crimping tool( Jointing  zig) used to joint higher size cable supplied some 10years back and 
outlived was not replace.Tender for repairing Telephone instruments expired in December 
2008.Sofar no tender is finalised and the field units are unable to clear instrument faults.It 
appears the repairers are not coming to whole HTD.It can be split in to AMwise which will be 
comfortable for both unit and the repairer.Field unit efficiency will be dependent on timely 
supply of men and material."Without atta,  Roti cannot come".During implimentation of CDR, 
some of the field units were supplied with new PCs,but compatable printers were not provided. 
New Laptops received alongwith broad band equipment for doing the programming work were 
retained in area GMs and AMs officers defeating the purpose for which they are supplied 
making field units handicap.
                      

         It is not out of place to mention here that the management while pressing field 
units for doing things in minutes and hours, their own offices are taking weeks and months to 
dispose a proposal. It is desired to fix a time target for clearing the files.If there is no 
complexity,the files received on the table desired to be disposed before the close of the day.In 
complex issues,the involved officers may sit across the table and settle the issue expeditiously.
                        

        This Association with an intension of serving the customers quickly brought the 
above issues to your kind notice with a Hope of early positive action.
                                                                                             

 Thanking you sir,
                                                                                                                    

 Yours faithfully,

                                                                                                                 (C.Kesavarao)
                                                                                                                 District Secretary. 


